
Flamenco Stacks 

Lucky Stacks family allies a strong base game to a Golden Background feature on symbols- the key to 
winning one of the 4 jackpots. With nudging and expanding features, and a choose-your- volatily free 
spins bonus, this family delivers an exciting gameplay experience. 

Jackpots 
Filling reels 1-2 with gold background symbols awards the Mini Jackpot, 1-3 the Minor, 1-4 the Major 
and all the reels the Grand! 

Expansion Feature 
Whenever “Flamenco Stacks FT” appears on reel 5 all background on reels 1-4 will expand to fill that 
with gold background. 
Expansion feature can be triggered during the base game and free spins. 

Gold Feature 
During any base game spin, up to 4 reels may randomly transform intro reels where every symbol on 
that reels appears with gold background. 

Free Spins Bonus 
3 “Bonus” symbols appearing on reels 1, 3, and 5 awards the free spins bonus and 120 credits. 
The player chooses their volatility and can sacrifice free spins for added Wilds! 6 to 15 Free Spins can 
be awarded. 
Additional free spins can be won during the free spins. The amount of additional free spins won are 
the same as the initial bonus selection. 

Wild 
Wild substitutes for all symbols except “Rose” and “Flamenco Stacks FT” symbols. 
All body parts of “Girl” symbol substitutes for “Girl” head symbol. 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface. 

GAME INFORMATION 

RTP: 95.99% 
Volatility: Medium-High 

Min Bet: 60 credits 

Default Bet: 60 credits 

Max Bet: 600 credits 

Min Denom: 0.01$ 

Max Denom : 0.2$ 

Default Denom: 0.01$ 

Reels: 4x5 

Evaluation: 50 Lines 

Technology: HTML5 

Channel: Mobile & Desktop 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface. 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 
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